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INTRODUCTION 
AS THE PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

OF THE YOUNG ENVIRONMENTAL 

CHAMPIONS PROGRAM, I AM 

DELIGHTED TO PRESENT 

OUR MARKETING AND 

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN. 

This comprehensive strategy is designed to amplify 
our mission of empowering young individuals 
through environmental stewardship. It encompasses 
various facets, including digital marketing, community 
engagement, and educational outreach, all aimed at 
fostering a sustainable future. This plan represents our 
commitment to not only educating young minds but also 
actively involving them in meaningful environmental 
initiatives. 
Why is this important? In today’s digitally connected 
world, a strong social media presence is indispensable. 
It enables us to connect, engage, and inspire. It’s 
more than just sharing content; it’s about creating 
conversations, building relationships, and fostering a 
community that believes in the power of education. 
By embracing this strategy, you are not just spreading 
the word; you are engaging in a movement that 
celebrates learning, encourages collaboration, and 
nurtures the growth of your community. We are excited 
to embark on this journey with you and are confident 
that together, we will create a lasting, positive impact. 
Together, we are set to inspire and cultivate the next 
generation of environmental leaders.

Lynne Strong 
M: +61 407 740 446
E: lynnestrong@action4ag.com.au 
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THIS STRATEGY ENCOMPASSES A COMPREHENSIVE SUITE OF 
RESOURCES DESIGNED TO STREAMLINE AND ENHANCE OUR 
COMMUNICATIONS. IT INCLUDES TEMPLATES AND EXAMPLES FOR 
ESSENTIAL MATERIALS SUCH AS PRESS RELEASES, STAKEHOLDER 
CORRESPONDENCE, SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT, NEWSLETTERS, 
AND MORE. EACH ELEMENT IS CRAFTED TO ENSURE CONSISTENT, 
EFFECTIVE, AND ENGAGING COMMUNICATION ACROSS ALL OUR 
PLATFORMS AND AUDIENCES.
PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE: 
This is a professionally designed template for 
creating press releases, with designated areas for 
text and program branding. It ensures consistency in 
communications to the media.

ENGAGEMENT CORRESPONDENCE: 
Templates designed for various forms of stakeholder 
communication, maintaining a consistent visual style 
while being flexible for different audiences.

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS: 
These are dynamic, visually appealing templates for 
social media content, designed to be engaging and 
shareable across different platforms.

NEWSLETTER BLURB: 
A template for crafting newsletter sections, with a 
consistent header and footer design used in all editions.

PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT LETTER: 
This template balances informative content with 
engaging visuals, designed to communicate effectively 
with parents.

PHOTOGRAPHY GUIDE: 
A comprehensive guide with examples and instructions, 
aimed at assisting in capturing impactful photographs 
for program use.

PARTNERSHIP ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Templates designed to highlight and celebrate 
partnership announcements, with a bold and engaging 
design.

VIDEO CONTENT: 
Includes thumbnails and graphics for videos, ensuring 
a consistent and attractive presentation that aligns with 
the program’s overall theme.

REGULAR UPDATES: 
A flexible template for posting regular updates, allowing 
for a mix of text and images to keep stakeholders 
informed.
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PRES S RELE A SE  
TEMPL ATE
“[School Name] Proudly Joins the Young Environmental Champions Program.” 

[City, Date] – [School Name] is excited to announce its participation in the Young Environmental Champions 
program, an innovative initiative focused on empowering young individuals with environmental stewardship 
skills. This program aligns with our commitment to environmental education, offering our students a unique 
opportunity to engage in sustainable practices and make a positive impact in our community.
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SOCI AL MEDI A  
POST S
Creating engaging Facebook posts involves a mix of 
visual content and compelling narratives. Use high-
quality images or videos, and pair them with storytelling 
or informative text that resonates with your audience. 
Facebook also allows for longer form content, so take 
advantage of this to share more detailed stories or 
explanations. Engage with your audience by asking 
questions or encouraging comments to foster a 
community feel.
For X formerly Twitter, the key is conciseness and 
immediacy. Craft tweets that are short, sharp, and to the 
point, capitalizing on trending topics or hashtags when 
relevant. Visuals like images and videos can enhance 
engagement, but the focus should be on the text. 
Interact with followers through retweets, replies, and 
mentions to increase engagement and reach.

Instagram posts should be visually striking and high-
quality, as this platform is highly visual. Use compelling 
captions that tell a story or provide interesting 
information related to the image. Hashtags are crucial 
on Instagram for discoverability, so use relevant and 
popular hashtags. Engage with your audience through 
Instagram stories, polls, and interactive features to keep 
them engaged and invested. 
Visit https://www.instagram.com/youngenvirochamps/ 
to see examples 

EXAMPLES FOR LAUNCH
1. X (formerly Twitter): “We’re thrilled to join the #YoungEnvironmentalChampions program!  

Our students are ready to lead the way in sustainability. 🌍 #GreenFuture”

2. Facebook: “Exciting news! [School Name] is now a proud participant in the Young Environmental 
Champions program. We’re committed to nurturing our future environmental leaders. 🌱”

3. Instagram: “Join us on our journey as part of the Young Environmental Champions program! 🌟  
Our students are ready to make a difference! #EcoWarriors”

ENVIRONMENTAL
YOUNG
CHAMPIONS

https://www.instagram.com/youngenvirochamps/
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VIDEO  
CONTENT 
Creating engaging video content for social media involves a few key strategies. Firstly, start with a captivating hook 
to grab attention within the first few seconds. Keep videos concise and to the point, as shorter videos tend to retain 
viewers’ attention better. Use high-quality visuals and clear audio to enhance the viewing experience. Storytelling 
is powerful; try to tell a story that resonates with your audience. Incorporate a call to action, encouraging viewers 
to engage with your content. Finally, tailor the video format and style to suit the specific social media platform for 
optimal engagement.
A highly recommended YouTube tutorial for creating 
engaging videos for social media is “How to Make 
Social Media Videos: Tips & Strategy” by Later Media. 
This tutorial offers practical tips and strategies tailored 
specifically for social media content, covering everything 
from conceptualizing your video to technical aspects of 
filming and editing. It’s suitable for beginners and those 
looking to enhance their social media video skills. 
For YouTube content related to the Young Environmental 
Champions program, consider these ideas:

1. Documentary Series: Create a mini-documentary 
series showcasing the journey of participants, from 
joining the program to completing their projects.

2. Interviews with Experts: Conduct interviews 
with environmental experts discussing current 
environmental issues and solutions.

3. Tutorial Videos: Offer tutorials on various 
environmental practices or DIY projects that align 
with the program’s objectives.

4. Participant Vlogs: Encourage participants 
to create vlogs about their experiences and 
project progress.

5. Live Q&A Sessions: Host live Q&A sessions 
with alumni and mentors, allowing for real-time 
audience interaction.

6. Educational Content: Produce educational 
videos on environmental topics, sustainability 
practices, and global challenges related to the 
program’s goals.

These videos should be informative, engaging, and 
visually appealing to attract and retain the attention of 
a diverse audience.
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NE WSLE T TER  
BLURB
To write engaging newsletters, focus on content that is 
relevant, informative, and tailored to your audience’s 
interests. Start with a compelling subject line to grab 
attention, followed by concise, well-structured content 
that mixes visual and textual elements. Personalise 
the content where possible and include clear calls 
to action. Regular features or sections can provide 

consistency, while varying topics and formats keep it 
fresh. Encourage interaction by asking for feedback or 
sharing user-generated content. The key is to provide 
value that keeps subscribers interested and looking 
forward to each edition.

EXAMPLE OF CONTENT
We’re delighted to announce that [School Name] has joined the Young Environmental Champions program. 
This initiative will provide our students with invaluable opportunities to develop their environmental 
leadership skills and contribute to sustainable community projects.
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PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT  
LE T TER
“Dear Parents, 
We are excited to inform you that [School Name] has joined the Young Environmental Champions program,  
a significant step in our journey towards environmental stewardship and education. This program will offer your 
child the opportunity to engage in meaningful environmental projects and develop crucial skills...”
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PHOTOGR APH Y  
GUIDE
• Capture students engaging in workshops and activities.

• Focus on hands-on project work.

• Include images of teamwork and collaboration.

• Take photos of students interacting with mentors.

• Document the progress and impact of environmental projects.
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ENGAGEMENT  
CORRESPONDENCE
Engagement correspondence refers to the series of communications designed to interact with and involve 
various stakeholders in a program or initiative. This can include emails, letters, and messages tailored to different 
groups such as partners, participants, or sponsors. The purpose of engagement correspondence is to build and 
maintain relationships, provide updates, solicit feedback, and encourage involvement. These communications 
are crafted to be engaging, informative, and reflective of the program’s values and objectives, ensuring that each 
stakeholder feels valued and connected to the program’s mission. 
Below are three examples of engagement correspondence. They are designed to establish connections, invite 
collaboration, and encourage participation in the Young Environmental Champions program.

Dear [Environmental Group Representative’s Name],
I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to you as the Program Director of the Young Environmental Champions 
program, an initiative dedicated to empowering young individuals in environmental stewardship and sustainable 
practices.
We believe that collaboration with local environmental groups like yours is crucial in enhancing the impact and 
reach of our program. Your expertise and commitment to environmental issues align perfectly with our goals, and 
we are excited about the potential synergy between our organizations.
We would be honored to have [Your Group’s Name] involved in our program, whether through mentorship, 
joint community projects, workshops, or any other collaborative efforts you might suggest. Your participation 
would not only enrich the experience of our participants but also strengthen our collective efforts in promoting 
environmental sustainability.
We are eager to discuss potential collaboration opportunities and how we can work together to make a meaningful 
impact. Please feel free to contact me at [Your Contact Information] to arrange a meeting or discuss this further.
Thank you for considering this invitation. We look forward to the possibility of working together towards a greener 
and more sustainable future.

Warm regards,
[Your Name] [Your Position] Young Environmental Champions Program

Dear [Council Member’s Name],
I am writing to you in my capacity as the Program Director of the Young Environmental Champions program. Our 
initiative is dedicated to educating and empowering young people in the areas of environmental sustainability 
and stewardship.
We are reaching out to the [Local Council Name] to explore potential collaboration opportunities. Your 
involvement could significantly enhance the scope and impact of our program. We believe that together, we can 
create meaningful community projects, educational workshops, and other activities that align with our shared 
goals of promoting environmental awareness and action.
Your support, whether in the form of expertise, resources, or advocacy, would be invaluable to us. We are keen to 
discuss how we can work together to foster a more sustainable future for our community.
Please feel free to contact me at [Your Contact Information] to arrange a meeting or to discuss this further. We 
look forward to the possibility of collaborating with the [Local Council Name].
Thank you for considering this invitation.

Sincerely,
[Your Name] [Your Position] Young Environmental Champions Program
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Dear [Politician’s Name],
I hope this letter finds you well. I am the Program Director of the Young Environmental Champions program 
at [School Name]. Our students have been passionately working on projects that contribute to environmental 
sustainability and awareness in our community.
We would be honoured to have you visit our school to witness firsthand the innovation and dedication of our 
students. Your presence would greatly encourage them and highlight the importance of supporting environmental 
initiatives at a local level.
Please let us know a convenient time for your visit. We look forward to showcasing our students’ efforts and 
discussing the potential for further support and collaboration.

Sincerely,
[Your Name] [Your Position] [School Name]

Dear [Youth Activist Group’s Name],
I am writing to you as the Program Director of the Young Environmental Champions program at [School/Institution 
Name]. Our program is dedicated to empowering young individuals in environmental stewardship and advocacy.
We would be honoured to have members of your esteemed group present to our students about impactful 
advocacy. Your experience and success in driving positive change would provide invaluable insights and 
inspiration to our young champions.
We are flexible with dates and times and would be thrilled to accommodate your schedule. Please let us know if 
you would be interested in this opportunity.
Thank you for considering our invitation.

Warm regards,
[Your Name] [Your Position] [School/Institution Name]
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SPONSORSHIP  
PROPOSAL
EMAIL TEMPLATE
Subject: Partner with Tomorrow’s Leaders: Support Innovative Student Action Plans
Dear [Business Name],
I’m excited to present an opportunity for your organization to partner with the Young Environmental Champions 
program. We are seeking sponsors to provide prize money for our winning schools, empowering students to 
implement their environmental action plans.
Tiered Sponsorship Opportunities
1. Gold Sponsor: [Insert monetary value] - Highest visibility, lead role in judging panel, special mention at all events.
2. Silver Sponsor: [Insert monetary value] - Significant visibility, involvement in the judging process, 

recognition at the awards ceremony.
3. Bronze Sponsor: [Insert monetary value] - Acknowledgement in program materials, opportunity to attend 

and be recognized at the celebration event.
Your support will not only help bring student projects to life but also enhance your brand’s alignment with 
environmental sustainability. We’re eager to discuss how we can collaborate to make a lasting impactLooking 
forward to the possibility of partnering with you.

Best regards,
[Your Name] [Your Position] [Contact Information]
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PARTNERSHIP  
ANNOUNCEMENT
TEMPLATE FOR  
IMMEDIATE RELEASE
[Your School Name] Partners with [Partner Organisation Name] for the Young Environmental Champions Program
[City, Date] – [Your School Name] is delighted to announce a new partnership with [Partner Organisation Name] 
in support of the Young Environmental Champions program. This collaboration brings together our shared vision 
of empowering young minds for environmental stewardship and sustainable development.
[Partner Organisation Name], known for their [brief description of their work and achievements], will contribute 
[specific aspects of the partnership, such as resources, expertise, or joint projects].
This partnership represents a significant step towards enhancing the impact and reach of the Young Environmental 
Champions program, providing students with unique opportunities to learn from and contribute to real-world 
environmental solutions.

Contact:
[Contact Person at Your School]
[Contact Information]
[Contact Person at Partner Organisation]
[Contact Information]
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REGUL AR  
UPDATES
Regular updates can be sent to a diverse group of stakeholders, including:

1. Program Participants: Keeping them informed 
about upcoming events, resources, and 
opportunities.

2. Partners and Sponsors: Sharing progress 
and impacts, maintaining engagement and 
transparency.

3. School Leadership and Teachers: To update on 
program developments and student involvement.

4. Parents: For those programs involving young 
participants, keeping parents updated enhances 
engagement and support.

5. Local Community Leaders and Government 
Officials: To showcase community impact and 
seek continued support or collaboration.

6. Donors and Potential Sponsors: Demonstrating 
progress and successes can encourage ongoing 
or new support.

7. Media Contacts: Keeping them informed 
for potential coverage and public relation 
opportunities.

This approach ensures all key contributors and 
interested parties are engaged and aware of the 
program’s progress and achievements.

REGULAR UPDATES TEMPLATE:
HEADER: 
Young Environmental Champions Program - Regular Update

DATE: 
[Insert Date]

BODY:
• Introduction: Quick summary of recent activities or news.
• Highlights: Key accomplishments or milestones since the last update.
• Upcoming Events: Information on forthcoming activities or events.
• Spotlight: Feature a particular project, student, or partner.
• Call to Action: Encourage reader engagement or participation.

FOOTER:
• Contact Information: Program contact details.
• Social Media Links: Quick access to social media platforms.
• Subscribe/Unsubscribe: Option for receiving updates.
The template should be visually appealing, easy to navigate, and consistent with the program’s branding 
and colour scheme.
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FREQUENTLY A SK ED  
QUESTIONS
1. What is the Young Environmental Champions 

Program?
 It’s an initiative designed to empower young 

individuals with skills and knowledge in 
environmental stewardship and sustainability.

2. Who can participate in the program?
 The program is open to students aged 

[specific age range], who are passionate about 
environmental issues.

3. What will participants learn in the program?
 Participants will learn about sustainable 

practices, project management, leadership in 
environmental initiatives, and more.

4. How long is the program and what’s the 
format?

 The program runs for [specific duration] and 
includes workshops, mentorship sessions, and 
hands-on community projects.

5. Are there any costs involved?
 [Provide details on costs or state that the program 

is free, if applicable.]

6. How can students apply?
 Students can apply by [application process 

details].

7. What are the benefits of participating in this 
program?

 Benefits include skill development, community 
impact, networking opportunities, and potential 
recognition for their efforts.

8. Will participants receive any certification?
 Yes, participants will receive a certificate upon 

successful completion of the program.

9. Can parents be involved in the program?
 While the program is for students, there are 

opportunities for parental involvement in specific 
aspects or events.

10. Who can I contact for more information?
 Please contact [contact information] for any 

further queries
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SUSTAIN A BLE DE VELOPMENT 
GOAL RESOURCES
For educational materials focusing on the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), the following websites are 
highly recommended:

1. United Nations Sustainable Development Goals: 
Provides comprehensive resources directly 
related to each of the 17 SDGs, including reports 
and action plans.

2. SDG Academy: Offers free, high-quality 
online courses from experts on sustainable 
development and the SDGs.

3. Global Goals: Engaging and informative, this 
site offers resources to educate about the SDGs, 
suitable for various age groups.

4. World’s Largest Lesson: Part of the Global Goals, 
it provides lesson plans and materials to teach 
young people about the SDGs.

5. UNICEF Teaching and Learning Resources: 
Offers a range of materials designed to educate 
children about the SDGs.

6. The World Bank – SDGs: Provides data, research, 
and reports on progress towards the SDGs, useful 
for more advanced learners.

These websites offer a range of materials, from 
introductory information to in-depth analysis, suitable 
for a variety of educational levels.
In conclusion, our Marketing and Communications 
Plan for the Young Environmental Champions program 
is a robust blueprint designed to engage, inform, and 
inspire. By leveraging diverse channels and strategies, 
from digital media to community outreach, we aim to 
amplify our impact and nurture a network of young 
environmental advocates. This plan is not just about 
promoting a program; it’s about fostering a movement 
towards a sustainable future, empowering the next 
generation of leaders to make a tangible difference in 
the world. Together, we embark on this journey with 
enthusiasm and commitment.

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/student-resources/
https://sdgacademy.org/
https://www.globalgoals.org/resources/
https://worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/resources/?_sft_language=english
https://www.unicef.org.au/teacher-resources
https://datatopics.worldbank.org/sdgatlas/
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